Below please find program highlights for TLC’s primetime schedule for the weeks of December 2nd and 9th. There are preview episodes and episodic photography available for select programs/episodes on press.discovery.com. Please check with us for further information.
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WEEK OF DECEMBER 2 (as of 11.25.13)

OF NOTE THIS WEEK:

Specials
HALF TON KILLER: TRANSFORMED – Wednesday, December 4

Season Premieres
GYPSY SISTERS – Thursday, December 5

Season Finale
HOARDING: BURIED ALIVE – Wednesday, December 4

Series Premieres
BAKERY BOSS – Monday, December 2
BAKERY BOSS features Buddy “Cake Boss” Valastro as he travels across the country, bringing his famous blend of business skills and baking expertise to help other bakers that are struggling to make their American dreams come true. Having made his own family-run neighborhood bakery, Carlo's, known around the world, Buddy understands the challenges of running a business – and the complications of doing it with relatives at your side. Now, Buddy will spend time helping a family in crisis, both personally and professionally, helping evaluating their every ingredient and technique, and challenging them to make big changes all in an effort to transform their crumbling dream into a sweet success.

BEST FUNERAL EVER – Monday, December 2
For most of us, death is a time to mourn and shed tears for the departed. For others, it’s a time to honor their loved ones and celebrate the life through services that turn the traditional funeral on its head. BEST FUNERAL EVER follows the Dallas-based Golden Gate Funeral Home where John Beckwith Jr. and his staff organize the most unique funerals in the country.

MONDAY, DECEMBER 2

8:30PM ET/PT
BAKERY BOSS: BIGGER & BATTER – “FRIENDLY BAKE SHOP”
Full of tweets, facts, and bonus scenes, in this episode of BAKERY BOSS: BIGGER & BATTER, the Friendly Bake Shop is rundown and struggling for business. Buddy steps in to get things back in shape. Plus, find out how the bakery is doing today.

9:00PM ET/PT
BAKERY BOSS – “VIOLET’S BAKE SHOP”
Violet’s son Michael quit his job to work at her Hungarian Jewish Bakery in New York. But now, the business is suffering and Violet will not let Michael make any changes. Meanwhile, Violet’s husband Marty has spent thousands of dollars to keep the bakery doors open, but is about to call it quits and close his wallet forever. When Buddy discovers that most of the bakery’s baked goods are bought from an outside supplier, can he convince a stubborn Violet that changes need to be made in order to bring this business and family back together?

10:00PM ET/PT
BEST FUNERAL EVER – “BOWLING/WEDDING FUNERAL”
In life, Judy Sunday was a bowler. In passing, she will be remembered in the same fashion as her family sends her casket down the lane for one final strike. And when a husband and wife die within a year of each other, Golden Gate plans a Wedding/Funeral combo. If they can find a tuxedo and gown small enough, they will marry two urns, and send them off as one.

10:30PM ET/PT
BEST FUNERAL EVER – “BREAKFAST/OLYMPICS FUNERAL”
The Beasley Family celebrates the life of a young man who ate breakfast three times a day – preaching, frying eggs, mourning, and flipping flapjacks all at once. After the passing of Olympian Gold Medalist Ronnie Ray Smith, the Golden Gate staff has their work cut out for them when they must figure out how to get a coffin to run the 100 meter dash for the Track and Field-themed funeral.

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 3

9:00PM ET/PT
LITTLE PEOPLE, BIG WORLD – “ALL TANGLED UP”
A job opportunity may mean big changes for Zach and Tori. When Zach turns to his parents for advice, Matt boasts about how well he and Amy have worked together over the summer and suggests Zach take notice. Baffled, Zach challenges his parents to spend 24 hours tethered together!

10PM ET/PT
LITTLE COUPLE: BIG UPDATES – “AN ADOPTION TWIST”
Revisit the LITTLE COUPLE with show facts, viewer tweets and bonus scenes! Now that their adoption is moving forward, it’s time for the Little Couple to get serious about baby-proofing their home. This means securing kitchen cabinets, padding sharp edges and creating a safe play area in their media room. Next on the agenda is shopping for a stroller, but finding one small enough for Jen to maneuver is no easy task. In fact, even opening and closing a stroller proves to be quite the physical challenge for her. The next day at work, Jen gets some adoption related news that could change everything.

10:30PM ET/PT
LITTLE COUPLE: BIG UPDATES – “BABY PROOFING”
Revisit the LITTLE COUPLE with show facts, viewer tweets and bonus scenes! Life is about to change for The Little Couple. After receiving final approval from the Chinese government to adopt their soon-to-be son, they also decide upon the name of the daughter they’re in the process of adopting! The pressure is on to be ready to welcome not one, but two children into their home. Now they must take the final steps
to baby proof the house and finish getting the kids’ rooms ready before leaving for China. With the prospect of two children in the near future, Jen suggests they get a mini-van - a prospect that doesn’t thrill Bill.

**WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 4**

9:00PM ET/PT  
**HALF TON KILLER: TRANSFORMED**  
In 2008, Mayra Rosales was one of the heaviest women in the world, embattled in one of the most controversial and publicized murder trials in history. Since her acquittal of her nephew’s murder, Mayra has begun taking the necessary steps to save her own life – and to fulfill the dream of adopting her nieces and nephew. Enduring countless surgeries, hours of physical therapy and extensive rehabilitation, Mayra has lost an astounding amount of weight, and has earned the ultimate second chance at life. But this new life is not without its challenges. Mayra must learn how to live and cope with her newfound independence in order to prove that she’s capable of not only caring and providing for herself, but her nieces and nephew as well. For Mayra, the real journey begins here.

10:00PM ET/PT  
**HOARDING: BURIED ALIVE – “IT’S A HORROR STORY”**  
When Frank asked his girlfriend Susan to move in, he wasn’t expecting her to fill his house with clutter, though it should have come as no surprise; just two blocks away, Susan’s home of 48 years sits condemned due to the massive hoard inside. With the help of clinical psychologist Dr. Samantha Morrison and professional organizer Bobbie Spera, Susan must make the difficult decision to part with her hoard or risk losing her home, and the man she loves, forever.

**THURSDAY, DECEMBER 5**

9:00PM ET/PT  
**GYPSY SISTERS – “WEB OF LIES”**  
The drama between Nettie Stanley and her cousin Kayla reaches a boiling point, ending in an all-out gypsy fight. Upon her release from jail, a pregnant Mellie receives an unexpected phone call. Meanwhile, three new Gypsy family members invade Martinsburg.

**FRIDAY, DECEMBER 6**

8:30PM ET/PT  
**SAY YES TO THE DRESS: ATLANTA: UNVEILED – “BRIDAL SABOTAGE”**  
With show facts, tweets, and the new “Ring Bling” - does mother really know best? Find out as youth minister Tameria goes head to head with her mother and sister while bride Hailee tries to please her future mother-in-law searching for the perfect gown!

9:00PM ET/PT  
**SAY YES TO THE DRESS: ATLANTA – “BRIDES BY THE NUMBERS”**  
Bride Lindsey could leave the store empty-handed when her big entourage forgets to consider her vision. After trying on more than 75 dresses, picky bride Monica has yet to find the one. Princess-obsessed Natalie surprises everyone at her dress fitting.

9:30PM ET/PT
SAY YES TO THE DRESS: ATLANTA – “BREAKING THE BANK”
Chelsye is looking for a dress both her and her sister can agree on. Unsure of any of her wedding details, Whitney comes to the store looking for a dress with no style or budget in mind. Tami hopes her dress will finally fit at her last fitting.

10:00PM ET/PT
FOUR WEDDINGS – “…AND A GRILLED CHEESE”
Jenny says “I do” as the Statue of Liberty looks on, and Laura’s guests watch her arrive on a rickshaw to her 20s soiree. Vanessa wears a dress with an eye-popping slit for her rainbow nuptials, and Princess Stephanie dons three ball gowns on her big day.

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 7

9:00PM ET/PT
MY CRAZY OBSESSION: CHRISTMAS COLLECTION 2
This one-hour special takes viewers inside the lives and homes of people who are always in the holiday spirit! Follow four Christmas fanatics as they reveal the amount of time, money, and effort they put into their obsessions, all year-round. Meet a man so enamored with Christmas lights that his collection holds a world record, and a woman who eats, breathes, and lives almost nothing but gingerbread. From a man who celebrates Christmas 365 days each year with presents, trees and all, to a husband and wife duo who share an obsession with Santa Claus, to say that these people are crazy about Christmas would be the understatement of the holiday season!

10:00PM ET/PT
FOUR HOUSES: HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS
In this very merry episode, Los Angeles florist David puts his California ranch up against math coach Marcy’s bay front home, software company CEO Andrew’s Spanish colonial and stay-at-home mom Tanja’s Tuscan villa.

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 8

9:00PM ET/PT
LONG ISLAND MEDIUM – “BEHIND THE READ III”
In this special one-hour episode, catch up with Theresa's past clients and spontaneous reads to find out more about their experiences and how these reading changed their lives.

10:00PM ET/PT
BREAKING THE FAITH – “INTO THE UNKNOWN”
After the undisclosed location known as the “Safe House” has been compromised, the young men and women of the FLDS flee to Salt Lake City to seek refuge. They are taken into the home of a Mormon (LDS) woman, who will aid in their transition from the FLDS to the gentile world. The FLDS prophesizes that the city of Salt Lake and those in it are doomed and the home of the abominable Mormon church will be swallowed by water. These young ladies have left the Crick behind and are eager to experience new firsts in the gentile world, however they are still very fearful and worry that the prophesies could be true.
OF NOTE THIS WEEK:

Series Premieres

OUTRAGEOUS 911 – Saturday, December 14
Everyone knows that 9-1-1 serves as an emergency telephone number – a vital lifeline to serve the community during crisis situations. But some of the calls made to this emergency hotline are anything but! Life or death? How about a dating hotline? A call for take-out Chinese? An unintentional butt-dial made in the middle of committing a crime?! TLC’s newest series, OUTRAGEOUS 911, features the actual audio from some of the most ridiculous – and real-life – calls ever received.

Network Premieres

PREGNANT BEHIND BARS – Wednesday, December 11
Just seven miles outside of downtown Chicago sits one of the country’s largest detention facilities; Cook County Jail is home to nearly 10,000 inmates awaiting trial, a growing segment of which is expectant mothers. Pregnant offenders are booked into Division 17, a separate treatment wing of the prison. This series explores the emotional, psychological and physical effects of pregnancy within prison walls.

MONDAY, DECEMBER 9

9:00PM ET/PT
BAKERY BOSS – “KRISTI G’S CUPCAKES & MORE”
Buddy heads to Texas where Kristi quit her corporate job to open her own cupcake shop. But business has been tough, between slumping sales and trying to manage her staff full of family members. With the threat of closing her shop looming, can Buddy solve this bakery’s issues?

10:00PM ET/PT
BEST FUNERAL EVER – “CANDY/HOLLYWOOD”
The community remembers a man who loved candy so much, that his casket is dipped in chocolate for the whole town to eat. And the recent passing of one woman brings her children to Golden Gate to plan a Hollywood-themed funeral fit for a movie star.

10:30PM ET/PT
BEST FUNERAL EVER – “HORROR/GAME SHOW”
The Golden Gate crew transforms into zombies as they celebrate the life of a horror-enthusiast. Meanwhile, planners have their work cut out for them as they plan a game show-themed funeral. Facing many challenges, including spinning the deceased on a “wheel of funeral,” the staff at Golden Gate are hoping the Game Show homegoing will make the family feel like big winners.

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 10

9:00PM ET/PT
LITTLE PEOPLE, BIG WORLD – “COME RAIN OR COME SHINE”
The Roloffs need to prepare for pumpkin season – but with the last wedding of the summer still demanding their attention, the entire family is scrambling. Matt suffers from intense shoulder pain, and rain threatens to put a damper on the couple’s big day.
10PM ET/PT
**LITTLE COUPLE: BIG UPDATES – “WILLIAM, HERE WE COME!”**
Revisit the LITTLE COUPLE with show facts, viewer tweets and bonus scenes! Jen and Bill are setting off on the greatest adventure of their lives thus far - flying to China to finally meet their adopted son, William! After years of ups and downs, they now leave Houston knowing that when they return, it will be as parents. The journey starts in Beijing, China where they do some sightseeing and learn about their son’s home country and then they are off to Hohhot, Will’s birthplace. As Bill and Jen wait on pins and needles to meet their son, they can’t help but wonder if he will accept them.

10:30PM ET/PT
**LITTLE COUPLE: BIG UPDATES – “BEST DAY YET!”**
Revisit the LITTLE COUPLE with show facts, viewer tweets and bonus scenes! Finally the day has arrived that Jen and Bill have been waiting for! The couple nervously waits to meet their son William. Bill and Jen hope their first meeting will go well, but are overwhelmed with anxiety and excitement not knowing how he will react and if he will accept and love them as his new parents. Watch as they spend their first day as a family together in China getting to know each other. After a long day of learning about him and themselves, they retire to their hotel room for reading and bedtime. Jen realizes her dream of being a mother has finally come true.

**WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 11**

9:00PM ET/PT
**PREGNANT BEHIND BARS – “WELCOME TO COUNTY” (Network Premiere)**
In Cook County Jail, pregnant detainees are housed under one roof while they await trial. Jamie, a mother of four, must first pass a parenting class before getting the privilege of visits from her children. Inmate Victoria is a heroin addict who finds out upon intake that she is pregnant with her first child and must face the reality of how this will affect her future. And in hopes to reconnect with her 8-year-old daughter and better prepare for the birth of her son, inmate Tanya requests a transfer to house arrest which will allow her to spend her nights at home.

10:00PM ET/PT
**PREGNANT BEHIND BARS – “BREAKING THE CYCLE” (Network Premiere)**
Inmate LaToya, is a recovering addict, alcoholic and prostitute. Seven months pregnant and facing a five-year sentence, she will likely have to put her baby up for adoption. When 20-year-old inmate Aaliyah has a meltdown during treatment, the staff begins to worry that the expectant mother could be on the path to becoming a repeat offender. Meanwhile, disruptive detainee Esther is sent to disciplinary segregation while three months pregnant. And outside the prison, former detainee Korynn goes into labor two weeks early. The ex-inmate hopes the lessons learned in Division 17 will result in her being a better mother.

**THURSDAY, DECEMBER 12**

9:00PM ET/PT
**GYPSY SISTERS – “THE BLAME GAME”**
As the family stands firmly divided, Nettie learns an unsettling truth, and confronts Sheena on her allegiance. JoAnn devises a plan to rebuild Nettie and Kayla’s relationship. Later, Mellie reaches out to Kayla for forgiveness.
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 13

8:30PM ET/PT
SAY YES TO THE DRESS: ATLANTA: UNVEILED – “MOMS WAY OR THE HIGHWAY”
Revisiting SAY YES TO THE DRESS: ATLANTA with show facts and viewer tweets, Ashley’s appointment is threatened when her mom’s alter ego wreaks havoc on the runway. Kellie hopes dress shopping will help mend her relationship with her mom. Kimberly wants to impress her fiancé in a sexy dress but her traditional mom has other ideas.

9:00PM ET/PT
SAY YES TO THE DRESS: THE 12 DRESSES OF CHRISTMAS
It’s the most wonderful time of the year – and some brides choose to make it even more so with a romantic, holiday-themed wedding! And who better to help bring this winter wonderland vision to life than bridal expert Randy Fenoli? In this special one-hour episode, Randy looks back at beautiful holiday-inspired bridal looks seen on SAY YES TO THE DRESS, and delivers a countdown of 12 creative ways to add a dash of Christmas cheer into your wedding day. From sparkling snowflakes and extra icy bling to a dash of silver bell metallic or a sprinkle of red, the holidays never go out of style when it comes to saying “I Do.”

10:00PM ET/PT
FOUR WEDDINGS – “…AND A WATER SKI SHOW”
Danielle goes barefoot for her laidback beachfront nuptials, while Antonia and her guests wear traditional African attire on her big day. Gina delights with a water ski show, while Kelly makes a big splash with cheesesteaks at her hubby-planned reception.

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 14

9:00PM ET/PT
UNTOLD STORIES OF THE ER
An ER doctor must determine if a convicted murderer is faking paralysis in a very unorthodox way; a father is dying after being stabbed in the heart protecting his son; and a college cheerleader is in cardiac arrest after a night out with her boyfriend.

10:00PM ET/PT
OUTRAGEOUS 911 – “LOCKED INSIDE MY CAR”
TLC’s newest series, OUTRAGEOUS 911, features the actual audio from some of the most ridiculous – and real-life – calls ever received. From a woman who phoned 9-1-1 on herself for driving drunk to a naked man who got his private parts stuck in a pool pump, this two-part series reveals a slew of bizarre stories and odd reasons why people call 9-1-1 for circumstances that are far from emergencies.

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 15

9:00PM ET/PT
LONG ISLAND MEDIUM: CHRISTMAS SPECIAL (wt)
Theresa Caputo has turned numerous skeptics into believers as she helps countless individuals connect with their loved ones on the other side. Between Theresa’s over-the-top personality, relatable and loving family, and her remarkable ability to connect with the dead with specific and emotional details, viewers have fallen in love with this average Long Island mom turned real life medium. Join Theresa and her family in this special 60-minute episode as they celebrate Christmas Caputo style.
10:00PM ET/PT

**BREAKING THE FAITH – “TEMPATION”**

Starting to settle in Salt Lake City, the housemates are getting their bearings, branching out more into the gentile world. An old flame is rekindled as one of our FLDS girls reunites with her Crick love for the first time in over a year, while a new romance begins to bloom between one of the ‘lost boys’ and an LDS girl in Salt Lake City. Meanwhile, all these kids take the gentile world head on, breaking through the psychological compound walls that the leaders of the Crick have encased these young men and women in for years. They continue to push the boundaries, interacting with new people, becoming financially independent and figuring out how to get their groove back at a popular Salt Lake night time hot spot.